FOR A GREENER CLEANER PLANET
TekMindz develops a Cloud based platform for managing charge network stations.
About The Client

The Client is one of the leading providers of electrical charging networks and have installations all across the globe. The Client offers PAAS solutions for setting up charging infrastructure for EVs (Electric Vehicles) at home, at work or in public places which helps make the grid more efficient and save consumers’ time and expense. They provide low cost networked solutions that give car park owners, employers, municipalities, utilities, automotive and other businesses the ability to own and operate their own EV charging network for slow, medium and fast charging.

The Client offers both charging stations as well as charging station networks.

The Requirement

The Client requirement was to have a platform that offers an end-to-end solution for the EVSE (Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment) industry. They required a solution based on industry open standards that can scale and adjust as the EV industry evolves over the next coming years. They required the solution to be able to provide tools for EVSE service providers to enable them to effectively manage their services, improve customer engagement and measure their performance through relevant metrics collection.

The technologies and designs to be adopted needed to be based on software-as-a-service (SaaS) principles. It also needed to support:

- **Multi-tenancy**: Platform to support multiple EV network operators.
- **Configuration and Customization**: Applications developed on this platform should allow configuration and customization to enable/disable functionalities and alter look-and-feel based on customers’ requirements.
- **Rapid feature development**: New features should be rapidly developed and enabled for customers without impacting existing feature set.
- **Open integration protocols**: Other applications should be easily able to integrate with Sky platform through APIs.

The Solution

TekMindz not only implemented the solution but were also involved in the requirement discovery phase. The solution was developed on pluggable architecture, allowing easy adoption of new specification without changing the core product. The design also caters to the need of implementing devices interfaces with different communication mechanisms such as SOAP, REST, Web sockets, Reverse HTTP etc.

TekMindz is now involved in developing of the next version of SKY platform called SKY 3.0. The new platform is an integrated solution based on open EVSE standards that can scale and adjust as the industry evolves over next number of years.
It was critical to understand the energy domain and its different protocols specifications. To meet OCPP specifications, the solutioning needed end to end Testing, thus requiring a specific hardware. To suffice this requirement a device simulator was developed to comply with the OCPP specification.

The Platform provides northbound interface in terms of REST based APIs for other platform and mobile app to communicate with the product. In developing these APIs, there was a requirement of integrating data of other Charge point networks. In addition, we needed to understand the different interfaces and convert them into common data structure. To achieve this, adapter design was adopted which allowed seamless integration of networks and would also allow easy integration of future networks data.
What is a Charging Network?

A charging network consists of individual charging stations that are linked-up via internet to form a network of connected stations.

The Client has its products tailored to the needs of the electric vehicle driver as well as the charging station owner. It includes a cloud-based management platform that can be integrated into ERP system or run as a SaaS subscription, as well as a mobile application.

The platform is an advanced web-based charging station manager that gives the location of charging stations, their status (if it is available, in-use, or if there is a fault), detailed usage and charging data. More advanced features allow the manager to restrict charging to only certain groups and at certain times (e.g., employees only during business hours) with different pricing strategy.

The solution contains a mobile and web application for EV owner. Using this app an EV driver can find the nearest charging station, get access to charge, pay for charging and track his charging status. It also notifies about the charging status like charging ended.
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